the Sparkly Crystal Grid Book

Crystal Grid Creations by the Students of
Hibiscus Moon Crystal Academy

Find out more at http://hibiscusmooncrystalacademy.com
About this Booklet & Its Contributors

Crystal Grids are defined by Hibiscus Moon as a "geometric pattern of energetically aligned stones charged by intention, set in a sacred space, for the purpose of manifesting a particular objective." She teaches her Crystal Grid class based on her best selling book, "Crystal Grids: How and Why they Work." We coaches of Hibiscus Moon Academy challenged Hibiscus Moon's Crystal Healing students to create a crystal grid based on all the knowledge they gained after that class. The results astounded us with the depth of knowledge, creativity, enthusiasm, quality and variation with all of the crystal grids that were submitted. This book reflects the hard work, ingenuity and amazing creativity of the students of Hibiscus Moon Crystal Academy. Every contributor deserves a huge round of applause for their amazing work.

We hope these grids inspire you to get creative with your gridding and crystal work.

This booklet was compiled by the Hibiscus Moon Crystal Coaches, Joe O'Connell, ACM, and Angie Yingst, ACM.
Grid for Emotional Healing
Jessika Davis
http://www.JessikaDavis.com

**Intention:**
To promote self love, forgiveness and emotional healing for a client has been suffering from ailments that Western medicine has not been able to figure out. It is my belief after working with her that she has to heal some of her emotional wounds before her physical ailments will fade.

**Crystals Used:**
Center stone Rose Quartz with client's picture under; Green Aventurine to help facilitate relaxation so that she can take time to heal her emotional wounds; Citrine for helping her to get rid of emotional toxins and help with anger; Carnelian the “feel better stone;” and Clear Quartz Crystals to amplify the entire grid mojo!

**Grid Formation:**
Flower Of Life. I created my one flower of life grid.

**Activation Wand:**
Activated with a Clear Quartz Wand because I felt it would help boost the goodness
Channeling Lovelight
Durelle Freeman

Intention:
To open our hearts, dissolve dysfunctional patterns acted out in primary relationships, and create healing for our home and family.

Crystals Used:
Center – Lapis Lazuli, to create space needed for awareness and activate synergistic connections with the Loving All; Fluorite Point, to dissolve negative energy, eliminate unhealthy patterns and promote order out of any chaos; Phantom Quartz, to affirm clarity, dissipate anger and stimulate high vibration; Outer circle, Crystal points, for channeling light, Rose quartz, for restoring trust, harmony and loving feelings, Sodalite, for releasing fear and anxiety; Inner circle, Herkimer diamond, to highlight illumination and create opening for bliss, Smoky quartz, to neutralize distress, Celestite, to unburden, comfort unresolved tensions, create serenity, and access compassion

Grid Formation:
Blue Flower of Life tapestry for the purpose of connecting with the Universe through color, precision, permeating all time and space.

Activation Wand:
The wand used for activation was a clear, double terminated quartz “the perfect jewel” for cleansing and transmuting worn out unproductive energy into new vibrant life through resonating with the Source.
Grid for Physical Healing
Joyce C

http://healinggardenshop.etsy.com

**Intention:**
I created a healing grid for a 12 year old who broke his leg in a car accident 8 months ago. Due to one complication after another, he went in for his 8th surgery the other day. I also wrote the affirmation for a healed leg and placed that over his broken leg under the Chalcopyrite.

**Crystals Used:**
I used a variety of crystals to help the body heal from broken bones and infections. They include Chalcopyrite, Malachite, Ruby in Zoisite, Selenite, Neon Apatite, Green Goldstone and Orange Calcite. At the last minute, I placed my Shungite and White Jade bracelet over the Chalcopyrite to help increase the healing.

**Grid Formation:**
I used a simple circle grid although I felt guided to put the Chalcopyrite and Malachite over his broken leg in the picture.

**Activation wand:**
I used a Clear Crystal point to help amplify the healing energy of the grid.
Intention/Affirmation:
I let go of all suffering from my heart to the light. All family issues are resolved and healed with love. My family is complete with love, harmony and light. I am love and light.

Crystals Used:
Rose Quartz, the symbol of love to help amplify the intention of love, peace and harmony. For self love; Rhodonite, for broken hearts and troubled love situations, and as an emotional balancer for the heart to get back online; Mangano Calcite, a heart crystal and stone of forgiveness, releasing fear, past heavy emotions and grief that keep the heart trapped in the past, and assists in recovering self-worth and self-acceptance; Blue Lace Agate, gently encourages a new mode of expression, as a nurturing and supportive stone, helps neutralize feelings of anger and anxiety and counteracts the suppression of feelings that stem from fear of being judged and rejected.

Grid Formation:
The Seed of Life was the symbol that I was guided to use for self-love and healing. The grid was placed in my sacred space with a family photo.

Activation Wand:
Clear Quartz Crystal
Lower Chakra Balancing Grid
Nathalie Pellegrini

Intention:
Purify, balance, cleanse lower 3 chakras: Root, Sacral & Solar Plexus

Affirmation:
"I AM a radiant and beautiful being of light, I AM peaceful, protected and secure, I AM beautiful and enjoy a healthy passionate life, I AM empowered and successful in all ventures, and so it is."

Crystals Used:
Center: Amethyst Druse (purification), Clear Crystal Cluster on top (amplification in all directions; clears chakras). Inner stones: Tigers Eye, Carnelian and Citrine (each of these resonate with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd chakras; root, sacral, solar plexus), Pyrite (Manifestation; 3rd chakra; willpower). Outer stones: Smokey Quartz (Manifestation, transmutation, 1st chakra). Necklace: Tigers Eye, Citrine, Wood, Carnelian. Charging necklace to wear and heal/balance 1,2,3rd chakras.

Grid Formation:
Flower of Life; good for any intention; ancient and powerful; Painted own = very powerful and meditative. Colors red, yellow, orange: representing the colors of the Root, Sacral and Solar Plexus Chakras.

Activation Wand
Clear Quartz wand.
Intention:
I created this grid as an overall create a happy life booster. My intentions for this grid: prosperity, health, energetic protection, self love and love for what I’m doing in life.

Crystals Used:
Quartz pyramid generator, amplification; Emerald, prosperity, healing; Rose Quartz, love, generosity; Amethyst, intuition, stress relief; Rainbow Fluorite, focus, clarity; Sugilite, protection, finding & following your passion

Grid Formation:
A hand painted gold mandala crystal grid base, inspired by the flower of life that contains various sacred geometry shapes within the mandala. The gold metallic paint helps to boost qualities of confidence, willpower and success.

Activation Wand:
Pink Lemurian Crystal wand for activation and infusing Reiki symbols into the grid.
**Intention:**
I wanted to do a grid for self-healing that was simple and easy to activate and maintain.

**Crystals Used:**
Center stone is a Lemurian Seed Quartz Crystal, to lovingly amplify the healing energy of the grid and the wisdom for it to be distributed where needed; Green Aventurine for calming and overall healing; Rose Quartz is for Divine Love and self-love because I believe loving yourself is a very important key to one’s own healing.

**Grid Formation:**
Flower of life grid pattern simply because of its beauty and colored the outline of the pattern in green for healing and the assistance of Archangel Raphael. (And I also asked Archangel Michael for assistance.)

**Activation Wand:**
For the activation wand I used a Lemurian seed quartz crystal to reinforce my intentions of the center stone.
Physical Healing Grid
Karlee Zofia Tinkerbelle
http://facebook.com/tinkerbellest TreasuresR4U

**Intention/Affirmation:**

To manifest physical healing of my entire body, including pain removal, as well receive messages as to why I was going through this. It includes the healing energies of The Divine, Angelic & Fairy realms to assist with greater healing, enabling me to more fully align with The Divine, our Higher Selves & connect with Unity Consciousness. "I am completely healthy, full of vitality & strength! I can actively participate in life!"

**Crystals Used:**

Large Amethyst generator as the centre power house (healing, Divine connection & intuition), Lepidolite (increased intuition, healing & pain relief), Green Aventurine (physical healing, emotional healing & an abundance of this), Blue Lace Agate (peace, tranquillity, clarity & clear communication, both receptive & expressive), Smokey Quartz (ground me & the healing energies so they manifest in the physical world!), Rose Quartz (Divine love, self-love, emotional healing & releasing of any emotional suffering holding onto), as well as a Pyrite (manifest it all!) Clear Quartz points (purify, magnify & project the healing energies of this grid) I was additionally guided to include and use the Archangelic Realm, and their healing energies with carved Angels in Rose Quartz, Aventurine & Rainbow Fluorite.

**Grid Formation:**

I used the Flower of Life mandala which I coloured in green to connect with unity consciousness and access the universal information and healing powers from this origin.

**Activation Wand:**

Amethyst to connect with the centre generator & amplify the healing!
Grid for Healing the Elephants

Tracy Angel Hatch

http://crystalangelwings.com

Intention/Affirmation:
To create a grid to send healing and love to elephants that have been made orphaned due to the ivory trade. During research into elephants, they are such beautiful animals that need so much love and care to thrive.

"For all the orphaned elephants of the world, protection, health love and joy I send to you now and always."

Crystals Used:
Large Rose Quartz elephant which I used for my centre crystal. Rose Quartz to help heal their hearts from the trauma of losing their mothers/family and also to encourage them to love themselves and not to pine away; Lepidolite to heal deep emotional wounds, reducing stress and depression to strengthen their immune system; Red Jasper, protection, energizing physical vitality; and Citrine for joy.

Grid Formation:
Leminscate, the infinity symbol for endless love and healing.

Activation Wand:
Lemurian Laser chakra healing wand to activate the grid.
Affirmation:
"I will live in health. I will take care of me."

Crystals Used:
Green Aventurine Skull, a classic healing stone, opens up space for light to enter; skull represents new beginnings for me; Fuchsite, classic healer, accelerates vibration allowing more light to enter; Bloodstone, ancient healing crystal, power to open up passageways of the body that have become blocked; Amethyst, to understand the root cause of one’s disease or imbalance; Smoky Quartz, clearing stone, reestablishes a healthy energetic flow in the body; and Ruby Zoisite, activator and energizes healing qualities.

Grid Formation:
My template is a macramé doily. I made it quite a few years ago. The design makes me feel good.
Grid for Healing And Abundance
Fannie Fink

Intention:
This grid was created for my sister going through a difficult time and transition. The intention is to find self love, to feel loved and to find the courage to raise herself up from where she is. To heal her and this situation and also that she may receive the abundance that she needs to find an apartment that she can afford with the income that she is receiving.

Crystals Used:
Three Rose Quartz pillars, 1 that will represent the love her family and I have for her, 2 that will represent the love she has for herself (this just happened to be a generator) and 3- the Love that the Universe has for her and this just happened to be a Dow; Prehnite, to ask for healing from Archangel Raphael, so that he may send physical healing to her (she had Lupus) as well as to this situation; Rhodonite, so it may heal her inner child and broken heart and to help ground her anger; Tree Agate, extremely stabilizing stone that can help you to feel safe and secure even in the most challenging situations, for abundance, fullness life has to offer and gratitude; Spectrolite, extremely protective, sending away any negativity, discarnate spirits, unwanted energy or ill wishing, strengthens the aura; Black Tourmaline, extremely protective against psychic attack, grounding, transmutes negativity, curses and ill wishing; Hematite, extremely protective, repels negativity and negative thoughts; Zebra Jasper, to motivate and energize one to overcome apathy and take action, provides courage to deal with problems, and the determination to succeed and to see projects through to completion; Citrine, to provide clarity of mental thought and for abundance and prosperity; Pyrite, to nourish energies in the body as well as for prosperity and abundance; Quartz, to amplify and lastly a Dow Golden and Silver Rutile Smokey Quartz, mental focus, stabilizing for relationships, bringing in divine love and understanding and grounding this information.

Grid Formation: The Flower of Life.

Activation Wand: Lemurian Laser Wand for clear precise laser intentions.
Grid for Manifesting Authentic Life
Jyll Hoyrup
http://www.jyllicious.com

Intention:
The Intention of my Crystal Grid was to give me assistance in creating more of an Authentic Life (quit corporate job and do Creative / Energy Healing / Aromatherapy business full time, move from Seattle to Somewhere warm). I used complete Intuition to create the Grid.

Crystals Used:
Center stone: Rose Quartz, emotional healing / release stress; Big Amethyst (book ends) on either side for Divine Connection needed to help me toward my Real Life; Serpentine; Lemurian Crystal; Black Tourmaline; Clear Quartz; Pink Dolphin Keychain from San Diego – this signifies Matrix Energetics Frequency 16 – the dolphin energy; and Green Fluorite

Grid Formation:
I used a two-toned purple rug with circles that I had in my room. I picked this rug because I didn’t have a Mandala printed and it just jumped out at me from the floor. I love Purple, so it was fitting and I thought the circles were helpful for rock placement.

Activation Wand: Selenite wand
Intention/Affirmation:
This grid was made with the intention of aiding me during this process of clearing and healing negative and confusing energy, and old wounds. To release what is not serving the Highest Good, and to welcome in new growth and new great energies into life. “I call upon on the Violet Flame of Transmutation to burn away that which no longer serves me”

Crystals Used:
All Amethyst was used in this grid (except the outer grid for amplification which are Clear Quartz Points) to tap into amethyst’s properties of clearing negativity and healing, and also to call in the Violet Flame of Transmutation into this grid. I feel I am undergoing a process of transformation, and I can not complete this process until all the negative has been worked up and out of my system on all levels. My hopes are that the Violet Flame will burn away those negative energies, and forge a stronger, healthier, more powerful me in the process.

Grid Formation:
Following the theme of transformation and growth I used a Flower of Life grid beneath my stones that I colored in shades of purple. The negative energies I am trying to release are spiritual in nature- conflicts I have had with myself in the past and who I was, am, and meant to be. Purple is the right color for this I feel and also will welcome the Violet Flame I am calling in to my grid.

Activation Wand:
I used an amethyst wand to activate my grid because all my stones were amethyst and I felt it was the right thing in this case.
Affirmation:
I attract success and prosperity with my work and I am confident, focused and passionate.

Crystals Used:
Clear Quartz (amplify); Citrine (abundance, prosperity); Green Aventurine (abundance, motivation); Orange Calcite (confidence, creativity); Emerald (prosperity)
Pyrite (wealth, prosperity) and Prehnite with epidote (moving forward)

Grid Formation:
**Flower of life template** (I have drawn this myself and I just love this because it is so useful in any grid)

Activation wand:
Lemurian wand, because I have a deep connection with this peace

Other:
I have several angel statues here, because I love working with angels and they have helped me so much with my business. There are 4 angel oracle cards (from the archangel oracle cards) in the grid as well, and the topics in the cards are: prosperity, I know what to do, Passion and Peace. Next to the big angel statue there is also 2 very special candles – to bring me success and prosperity. There is also a couple Jade Buddhas to bring good fortune.
Intention:
As a Wiccan, the purpose of this grid is to help re-empower my beliefs after a period of transition that challenged my connection to my daily religious practice and ritual.

Crystals Used:
For Spirit, I chose Labradorite; for Air, Smokey Quartz; for Fire, Carnelian; for Earth, Aventurine; and for Water, Aquamarine. I placed each set of stones on the appropriate point of the pentagram. In the centre, I placed a beautiful Madagascar Celestial Quartz. Between the points I placed five quartz points; and at the end of each point, I placed another quartz crystal. Between each quartz crystal on the outer ring, I placed a small piece of amethyst for connection to the divine.

Grid Formation:
The pentagram (5 pointed star) is a very important symbol, and this shows all five elements: spirit, air, earth, water and fire.

Activation Wand:
I used my trusty Quartz Wand. I’ve got a very strong bond with it – it’s the crystal I use when connecting with deity at my altar, and I’ve used it throughout this course. I created this grid during the full moon.
**Intention/Affirmation:**
To open my heart to those that I’m trying to help and want to understand their perspective and just listen and not necessarily give them my advice (unless requested) "I open my heart to send and receive love and compassion. I will go through life’s lessons with peace, love, understanding and serenity."

**Crystals Used:**
Center Stone: Lepidolite pyramid to balance my emotions, stop the worry and fear, and prevent any extreme emotional shifts; Inner Ring: Labradorite for Inner Awareness; Moonstone for Emotional Balance and to understand and pay attention to the cycle of my life; Outer Ring: Rose Quartz to calm my emotions and cleanse the aura as well as let the love and compassion in; Sodalite to stop the worry and anxiety and help slow the blood pressure which gets raised by the anxiety and worry; Crystal Quartz to amplify the intention of my grid, to open my heart and let it flow with ease.

**Grid Formation:**
Flower of Life with the Heart Chakra colors

**Activation Wand:**
Selenite. To stimulate my emotions. Prevent blockages and create a good flow. I also took my Lepidolite pendant to activate the grid and charge my stone, so I carry my affirmation with me all day.
Grid for Unity Consciousness/Divine Connection

**Intention/Affirmation:**
"I Attune to my Divine Guidance by opening channels for Spiritual energy to flow and to let my Spiritual Being expand daily. I put the #144 to Connect to the Crystalline Ascension Grid, while playing a 528 Hz Love frequency."

**Crystals Used:**
Center Stone: Clear Quartz Anointed with Spikenard Essential Oil for Blessing & Protection & Lemurian Unity Elixir for Interconnectedness & Oneness of All Life. Herkimer Diamond as an Amplifier to Attune to the Divine, walking between the cracks. Amethyst to Expand Higher Mind & Protection. Rose Quartz: Attunement to the energy of Love.

**Grid Formation:**
Seed of Life with Metatron Cube

**Activation Wand:**
Phantom Lemurian Crystal for Cosmic Realms & ConsciousnessExpansion.
Intention:
To cleanse my aura and bring my throat chakra into alignment. My adult voice has always been barbed, harsh and very undiplomatic as a result of not being heard as a child in need of protection.

Crystals Used
Aqua Aura and Aqua Aura Rainbow Crystal

Grid Formation:
Hand drawn Flower of Life grid

Activation Wand:
Clear Quartz
Grid for Resolving a Financial Dispute
Sue Ball

http://www.healingholisticjourneys.com

Intention/Affirmation:
Unresolved hospital big (a whopper) vs. the insurance company
"I send energy to the insurance company to create a clear and imaginative solution and resolve this hospital charge."

Crystals Used:
1 Large clear quartz generator in center for clear & logical thinking
6 Chevron amethysts for creativity and inspired solutions
6 Blue Lace Agate – for communication between hospital and insurance company
6 Quartz Points – to add energy – BAM!

Activation Wand:
Large Clear Crystal Point to active the grid (clarity)
Grid for Business Prosperity And Abundance

**Intention/Affirmation:**
I am in the process of moving towards leaving my “career” and instead working on my business full-time, which is my true passion. "I have a successful, prosperous and abundant business that I am able to work at full-time and focus all of my creative energy on while providing me with an amazing quality of life, financial security and inner happiness."

**Crystals used:**
Center stone: Clear Quartz to provide magnification of my affirmation and intention; Inner infinity grid: Garnet (will-power, commitment, passion), Citrine (prosperity, abundance, happiness), Carnelian (manifestation, creativity), Green Aventurine (personal growth, prosperity, success), Rose Quartz (self-love, feeling worthy to receive blessings of prosperity); Outer infinity grid: Citrine tumbles and Clear and Lemurian Quartz Points

**Grid Formation:**
Infinity symbol, mandala underneath that I coloured myself. I chose the infinity symbol for never-ending abundance and the mandala because I put all of my intention and purpose into it by colouring it myself.

**Activation wand:** Clear Quartz to reflect the centre crystal

**Other:**
Underneath my centre stone, I placed one of my business cards. I placed my business logo that I painted in water-colour above my grid and directly in front of it, I placed my affirmation. I have my Guardian Angel statue watching over it and on one side a pink candle and on the other side a yellow one.
Healing and Divine Love Grid
Dina Staggs

Intention:
My intention for this crystal grid is to send healing and love to those in need, to help those who feel unloved to truly feel the Divine love that surrounds them, and to project this love throughout my home. No one is totally unloved and I hope that this grid will aid those in need of feeling the love that surrounds them.

Crystals Used:
Center stone: Rose Quartz Candle Holder (filled with crystal goodies to farther aid the grid) - This crystal is to provide love and comfort to those in need. Inside the Candle Holder: 1. Several Pieces of Diamond jewelry – for sovereignty (to aid those with low self-esteem and for amplification of the energies of the surrounding crystals. 2. A blank Green Aventurine rune stone – for healing. 3. a large natural point quartz crystal – for healing and amplification. First row: Rose Quartz (Love), Green Aventurine Runes (Healing and Wisdom – due to the runic aspect), Ametrine (Comfort, protection, purification, and courage). Second row: Amethyst (Comfort and protection), Rose Quartz (Love), Green Aventurine Runes (Healing), Third row: Clear Quartz Runes (Energy Amplification and Wisdom – due to the runic aspect), Green Aventurine Runes (Healing), Fourth Row: Natural Clear Quartz Points ( Energy Amplification), and Green Aventurine Runes (Healing). On Top of the Center Crystal: I have added a few goodies to be charged with the energy of this grid to aid those who wear or carry them. Also I’m also using the large sterling silver bangle that I got from Teotihuacan, Mexico as a focus point for drawing in energy from the Teotihuacan pyramids. This healing energy should greatly aid the work of this grid.

Grid Formation:
The Sacred Geometry that I used in this grid was done by placing the stones into two overlapping Stars of David.

Activation Wand: Natural Clear Quartz Point.
Root Chakra Grid
Julie Mossburg

Intention/Affirmation:
To heal the Root chakra and clarify issues for myself. "I am loved, supported, and protected by many through all directions of time and in all dimensions of existence. I am love, support, and protection for many through all directions of time and in all dimensions of existence."

Crystals Used:
Center stone: Black tourmaline (protection and transmutation): This piece is especially valued by me. Under it, 8 index-sized pics: 7 of me at various ages; 1 root chakra image. Grid stones: Tumbled Heliotrope (Bloodstone) for strength, courage; Natural Clear Quartz for clearing, healing, magnification; Outer grid: 3 Red Jasper, 1 Ruby In Matrix.

Grid Formation:
Drawing of morula in B&W.

Activation wand: Natural clear quartz.

Other: Once activated, covered with piece of white tulle fabric. Patchouli essential oil in a diffuser. Flowers from my own yard. Framed root chakra symbol. When I sat w/grid, I would repeat prayer & affirmation, then do meditation in which I would visualize close family & friends, then I would bring to mind one after another more family/friends. Very powerful; didn’t take long to realize the tremendous number of souls you become connected with in a life time, thus adding substance to my affirmation. About a week later, a profound incident occurred, leading to details about an event that happened when I was very young and did not recall. It was a life-illuminating/aha moment for me. It led to conversations amongst and with family members, bringing aha moments all ’round. At that point I was compelled to change it up. Replaced red jasper and ruby with more bloodstone. Changed B&W morula drawing to same but colored red. Changed black backdrop to red and white. Removed the (tulle) “veil.”
Intention:
Prosperity

Crystals Used:
Since the moon has thirteen phases, I used 13 stones each of Green Aventurine for speed and fast reaction, luck and manifests great prosperity; 13 Citrine because it is the money stone, brings abundance and wealth, the great manifesters; and 13 Clear Quartz points for power. The center is a Green Fluorite Sphere: helps clear any negativity and focus the mind and keeps heart and mind working in unison. Raw green Fluorite and more citrine on outside portion of grid. Green “money” candles, Citrine clusters in background to clear and strengthen manifestation channel. Pyrite sphere to boost accomplishment of challenging task (abundance). Oh and my own green aventurine bracelet.

Grid Formation:
This Prosperity Grid is built upon a deep green Moon Phase altar cloth. Money and small flower of life is underneath the altar cloth. Prosperity affirmations are posted for repetition when meditating with grid.

Activation Wand:
To activate the grid I used a five inch Rainbow Fluorite wand to compliment the Fluorite Sphere.
Intention:
I facilitated my second of the three crystal healing sessions required to gain certification as a CCH, I created a grid under the massage table to keep the energies light and loving and very inviting for my and my client’s guides and at the same time protecting us as we opened up the channels.

Crystals Used:
I used Selenite as the centre piece to clear the energy and help call in the angels. Nice Rose Quartz chunks either side for gentle compassion and self-love. Ametrine for happiness, abundance (I know my client is focusing on this, generally, right now) and protection on this journey. My beautiful, rainbow-y Smoky Quartz Sphere to dispel negative energies and magnetite for grounding. Lepidolite for its gorgeous calming and little Amethyst Druse for high protection.

Activation Wand:
I charged the grid using a Selenite wand (which I also used to seal my client’s aura) with the intention of a beneficial healing session, calling in relevant guides, ascended beings and source energy.
Grid for Physical and Emotional Healing

Yaye Lanita

**Intention:**
My grid is for my sister. She has recently been having a lot of muscle, joint, and back pain. She finally got a diagnosis of degenerative disk disorder arthritis, and scoliosis. Many of her problems are manageable. They have been caused by tension and her inability to let go of anger.

**Crystals Used:**
The center is a Large Quartz Point to send her the energy, a small Ruby wand for healing blood flow, and under the point is a Ruby Zoisite for general health and well being. The 1st row is Petrified Wood for strong bones. The 2nd row on alternate lines is White Apophyllite to help her let go emotional baggage. The 3rd row is Green Aventurine for good circulation, prosperity and abundance of good health. 1 Carnelian to help her accept the change. 1 Lepidolite to lift her spirit. 1 Dendritic agate to release the tension and reinforce her worthiness of a pain free life. The last row is crystal points mined by her kids to amplify this healing energy. Also under the center is a picture of her before all this spine twisting started.

**Grid Formation:**
I chose to put her grid on a piece of glass on top of an African drum because she is a dancer. I drew a hexagon in green for healing.
Grid for Crystal Healing Study and Business

Debbie Gladstone

Intention/Affirmation:
For my learning today & my future business as a crystal healer. “My life and future as a crystal healer will thrive.”

Crystals Used:
Rose Quartz as my center stone & tumbled throughout it keeps me calm, magnifies creativity & imagination; Sunstone brings strength, abundance, helps w/stress; Citrine for abundance & wealth, learning, teaching, studying, creativity, problem solving, decision making; and Carnelian for memory, inspiration, self esteem, is good for change, moving forward in life, combats self limiting beliefs.

Activation Wand:
Clear Quartz to amplify my intention.

Other:
The clear quartz crystal card under my center stone to amplify, I put sunstone, rose quartz, carnelian & citrine healing crystal cards on each corner of the table. I bought a sun/moon mirror to use as my grid because honestly, it just felt right, the mirror is in the center, I added a dollar bill & a penny & quarter which is my symbol for mom who passed away 6 years ago she is my inspiration (in so many spiritual ways).
Grid for Peaceful and Loving Situation for Sister

Allison Felus


Intention:
This grid was set up with her full cooperation for my sister, who is autistic and struggles with depression and anxiety, to juice up the energy of her being placed in the perfect living situation for her next step toward independence. She wrote her own affirmation for it, that I kept private and tucked under the grid pattern so that she could feel ownership of it, but it relates to this plan to be placed in housing that she loves and feels peaceful in.

Crystals Used:
Botswana Agate for easing her anxiety around the idea of transitioning to solo living and encouraging self-confidence; Green Aventurine for gentle heart-opening, encouraging growth into her next steps, as well as abundance magic; Citrine for happiness, even more abundance, and overall third chakra support; Ametrine to assist her ability to take beneficial action on her own behalf inspired by the wisdom of her higher self; rose quartz to make sure that the energy of her new home is loving and supportive; and a large clear quartz as a center point to amplify all this goodness loud and clear.

Grid Formation:
Phi spiral pattern for its gentle, healing energy and its overall feminine vibe, as well as its ability to sweep energy OUT to leave room for good things to come IN.

Activation Wand: Clear Quartz to both resonate with the center quartz point and further amplify her intentions.
Grid for Wealth, Abundance, & Prosperity

Niki Royston

**Intention:**
The purpose and intention of this grid is for Wealth, Abundance, and Prosperity in the form of money and in all other ways, on all levels of life.

**Crystals Used:**
Center stone: Natural Citrine Point (manifestation, mental clarity, persistence, loved and supported by the Universe in efforts towards manifestation, assists in overcoming feelings of being undeserving of abundance, “money stone” bringing abundance and wealth). Other stones: 2 Ametrine spheres (break self-defeating habits, create a more spiritually aligned reality, overcome fear of success). 2 Peridot crystals (prosperity & wealth, financial & spiritual abundance, frequency of increase). 2 Epidote included quartz crystals (abundance & prosperity, release negative habits & embrace the positive). 2 Sunstones (abundance, manifestation of prosperity). 6 tumbled aventurine (prosperity).

**Grid Formation:**
Leminscate (infinity symbol) template for its ability to bring about endless prosperity and abundance.

**Activation Wand:**
Water Clear Quartz Point as my activation wand for its ability to focus my intention and activation with clarity and connection to my Higher-Self.


**Grid for Sleeping and Dream Recall**

April Brennan

**Intention:**
I created this grid to help with sleep and to remember my dreams.

**Crystals Used:**
For the center stone a Celestite cluster to promote calm and to bring in angelic energies. A Herkimer diamond was placed on the cluster and 4 smaller ones around the edge of the grid to promote dream recall. Around that I placed 4 Amethyst tumbles to help promote a restful sleep. Then I added 4 Blue Lace Agates for calm communication between me and my dreams. The outer ring is made of 6 raw Lepidolites to help relieve stress and calm the anxiety I feel sometimes when I’m trying to sleep.

**Grid Formation:**
A Hexagonal Grid

**Activation Wand:**
Selenite wand to activate it. I chose Selenite because it’s a very calming stone to me and reminds me of moonlight and dreams.

**Other:**
A lavender candle that I burn sometimes when I’m reading before bed and a sachet of dried lavender flowers.
Grid for Peaceful Sleep and Angelic Communication

Lisa Jacobson

Intention:
My grid is a dual purpose grid. This is to communicate with my Angels and Guides, and to calm my mind for a peaceful sleep.

Crystals Used:
Angel Wing Calcite as the center stone. Calcite is for connecting to the Divine and Higher knowledge. The surrounding stones are: Rough Selenite and Desert Rose Selenite. 2 Angelite tumbles. 1 Celestite druse. 2 Celestite tumbles. And a Celestite cluster. A Prehnite tumbles, and a Prehnite cluster. All of these stones and crystals are for connecting to Spirits and Guides and to quiet the mind. The Prehnite is also used to prevent nightmares and connect to Archangel Raphael for healing. I used my pendulum to help in stone placement.

Grid Formation:
The circle to represent unity and the infinite. I used a large circular mirror.

Activation Wand:
Selenite wand because it facilitated spiritual communication and to match the Selenite in the grid.

Other:
I placed a picture of myself as a sleeping little girl (about 3) under the center stone. I placed an Ankh, a ceramic angel doll, my blue Angel candle, and a little ceramic angel box to put my affirmations in, around the grid.
Intention:
This grid for one of my best gal pals. Her 79 year old mom fell down the stairs last weekend and while she seems to be recovering well, I felt like my friend needed a little something extra. So I asked for permission and what would she like. Of course, it was about mom. So, I set out to find something appropriate for both of them. I gained permission from both of them and started looking through my crystal books.

Crystals Used:
A large heart Green Aventurine that is facing magnetic north and representing well being and emotional calm. It is surrounded by Black Tourmaline for pain relief and Yellow Citrine for inner calm and joy. I used my pendulum to validate the selections were good.

Grid Formation:
I came up with the Infinity Symbol for love and healing. I placed the grid on purple fabric for just an overall feeling of calmness.

Activation Wand:
A Quartz Wand to activate the grid. The Quartz Wand is a very interesting piece, half is clear and the other appears to be layered inside. It has a couple of rainbows and just felt powerful as I was doing my affirmation.
**Intention:**
This Crystal Grid is for my son Cody who suffers with Bipolar and Anxiety. He is going through a difficult time right now. So I thought making a Crystal grid asking for his angels to be by his side would help him. I also feel an extra presence around that brings me warmth and smiles too.

**Crystals Used:**
Center Crystal Large Crystal Quartz, with a picture of my son underneath. First circle crystal quartz points facing into the larger Quartz in the center to amp it up. Next circle: Celestite tumbled stones. Then for even more amp energy another round crystal quartz points but these are facing outward to project the energy. On each corner of this grid I also added a Celestite Geode. I found something new to me, White Celestite and placed a piece next to the Geode.

**Grid Formation:**
I am using my newly colored Chakra Cloth grid.

**Activation Wand:**
Quartz Crystal Chakra wand because it works well with my Chakra Grid.
**Intention:**
To increase Love and Joy in my humble home.

**Crystals Used:**
Rose Quartz for love (Three Rose Quartz stacked on top of each other for the center); Amethyst in between to assist angels to fill the room with love; Aventurine to help with confidence and encourage energy to move out of the head and into the center of the heart and assists optimism and joy; Green Jade teaches to allow joy in life; then the string shaped into a heart is Rhodolite Garnet it encourages both to receive and radiate the frequency of love it also help being more open to sharing love kindness and compassion. Last Clear Quartz all around the grid because the power to amplify energy and it magnifies the inner grid.

**Grid Formation:**
Flower of Life because its extremely powerful.

**Activation Wand:**
Clear Quartz to activate my grid
Grid for Third Eye Opening, Intuition & Deeper Connection to Angels & Guides

Roberta Haley


Intention:
The intention for this grid centered around further increasing my intuition, psychic abilities, opening up my third eye, and in fostering an even deeper connection with the Angelic realm and my Spirit guides.

Crystals Used:
Apophyllite as the center because it is an all around wonderful stone to increase intuition, activate the third eye, increase clairvoyance, and to connect with spirit guides. Selenite to invoke protection from the Angelic realm, to dispute negativity, and to activate the crown and higher chakras. Angelite to facilitate Angelic communication. Amethyst to help with further developing psychic abilities and intuition, and also because it’s my favorite stone and I tend to use it a lot for its powerful protection, and I placed this facing south. Rose Quartz for unconditional love, healing of the heart and forgiveness in order to open up more on the emotional level. Celestite as another wonderful stone used in Angelic communication, which I placed facing north. Rutilated quartz to enhance psychic abilities. And I have my Clear quartz points as my amplifiers.

Grid Formation:
Flower of Life, since it is so useful in setting any intention, and I colored it in yellow for Archangel Uriel (creative insight and divine magic), green for Archangel Raphael (healing and clairvoyance), purple for Archangel Michael (protection and life’s purpose), and blue for amplification of the Angelite and the Celestite that I have in the grid. I also infused the grid and all crystals used with Reiki.

Activation Wand:
Clear quartz activator wand
Intention/Affirmation:
This is my Money, Abundance, prosperity, security life energy grid. The intention of this grid is to bring me good balanced business, warm balanced income, secures me to pay my bills and basic needs, including payment of house; and some extra money to help others who have less and support their projects. So let this money, abundance, prosperity and security grid fulfill my live so I can live in harmony and share with those who have less. Let the Moqui marbles be loaded to help me make big decision in a correct way, balancing male and female self. When I turn off light in bedroom I will rest and leave business and other worries as if, so grid can be fully loaded each morning.

Crystals Used:
Center Stone Citrine druse (To harmonize the mind and the will and fulfill the intension. Bringing all properties of other used stones together); On top natural phantom quartz (phantom with hematite particles in it) to activate and send the energy to source.; Below the Citrine druse I added paper money of 50Euro, one 5Euro and 50cent(coin) also 2 business cards. Because I run 2 businesses.; Rough Aventurine (Vitality, growth and balance); Tumbled Green Jade (abundance and the joy within to use it wisely ); Polished Chrysoprase ( security, loyalty in business and personal relations ); Tumbled citrine (abundance and balanced wealth); Tumbled quartz to tune the infinity speed, to stay within boundaries of intension.; Tumbled quartz to amplify; Moqui marbles (male and female) inside the leminscate(infinity) to use this grid wisely and balanced between male and female higher self.

Grid Formation: Leminscate.

Activation Wand: Natural citrine point
Intention/Affirmation:
My intention for this grid was to attract more wealth in the form of jobs now that I can again work full time. "I will the energy within this grid to heal, harmonize and balance my being. May the magic of abundance flow freely through my life. I am open and receptive to universal prosperity. May love and light surround me and all my endeavors."

Crystals Used:
Citrine, Green Aventurine, Pyrite, Tiger Eye and Sun Stone.

Grid Formation:
I specifically made this Mandala for an abundance grid

Activation Wand:
4" Clear Quartz

Other:
I made this grid last Wednesday and by Thursday of this week I have had two job offers willing to pay me far more than I ever expected. I so love this grid.
Grid for Prosperity & Abundance
Sharon Henderson
http://www.AwakeningUniversalGifts.com

Intention:
My intention for this grid is to create prosperity and abundance on my spiritual path. I have chosen to take the total spiritual path, and have asked the Universe to guide me on this journey so that I may support my family on my new path, and be able to retire from my “job”.

Crystals Used:
Auralite 23: Center stone: the stone of awakening; Rose Quartz (4): Love, gentleness, uniting with Divine; Clear Quartz (4): Amplification of one’s intention, magnification of ambient energies; Labradorite (4): Magic (and for the strong connection to my guides and myself); Lepidolite (3 rough): Setting one on the path of willing acceptance (and for my sense that this stone is a reminder of the Higher Good); Chrysophase (3 rough): Growth, compassion and connection with Nature.

Grid Formation:
The template I used is a doily my grandmother made when I was a child. It is sacred to me, and geometric, and just feels right to use.

Activation Wand
Auralite 23, like the center stone. It just called to me and it hums in my hand.
Grid to Increase Sales
Dawna Richard
https://www.etsy.com/shop/MagicalWorkings

Intention:
To increase sales to my Etsy shop and I can tell you I have already seen progress and I know I’ll make my goal this month.

Crystals Used:
Quartz point which I set in the center on the crystal resting pillow I made, which has quartz chips sewn around the edges. Accompanying crystals are: Green Aventurine for prosperity and money draw, Lodestone for attracting business and sales, Citrine also for abundance and manifesting wealth and lastly more clear quartz to amplify the grids affect.

Grid Formation:
Flower Of Life pattern which is on a cloth that I purchased.

Activation Wand:
Selenite Wand
Grid for Love, Peace & Guidance
Aaron Robinson

Intention:
This crystal grid is one that I felt drawn to construct for love, peace and guidance for myself and the world.

Crystals Used:
Rose Quartz, Amethyst and Angelite for the stones. The bracelets on the end I added in because they once belonged to my parents. They are two of the most loving people I know and have taught me well and I feel that these bracelets represent that energy. Everyone can use the loving and comforting energy of a parent.

Activation Wand:
I used a chakra wand as my activation to set the intention of sending loving energy to whomever may need it for whatever chakra they need it for.
Grid to Increase Intuition & Psychic Awareness
Kristin Marie Rodriguez
http://kristinmarierodriguez.com/

Intention:
I made this crystal grid with the intention of increasing one’s intuition and psychic awareness. I did this as a group healing for more than one person. I created a Reiki Manifesting card (includes reiki symbols and intention) with the intention card underneath the Selenite Tower, center crystal.

Crystals Used:
Selenite Tower as the center stone. I used Amethyst Tumbles and Amethyst Clusters to enhance intuition, psychic awareness, and spiritual work. Plus, it’s a very healing and protective stone, which worked nicely in increasing their intuition while healing any blockages and protecting them while they used their intuition or connected with spiritual helpers; and Clear Quartz Points as the surrounding stones to amplify the intention and energies from the surrounding stones. I also used a Selenite wand for connecting and working with the crown chakras and higher, as well as channeling and connecting with Divine and Angelic energies, raising a higher consciousness.

Grid Formation:
Flower of Life Grid. The color of the grid is purple, related to intuition and spirituality.

Activation Wand:
Selenite Wand, because it resonated with the center stone, but also because it related to my intention of working with and increasing one’s intuition and psychic awareness.
Grid for Abundance & Prosperity
Joanne Gower

Intention:
My grid is for abundance and prosperity.

Crystals Used:
The center stones are Citrine which are surrounded in Citrine. The next circle is Herkimer diamonds, surrounded by Garnets which are surrounded by alternating aventurine and pyrite. The outer circle is clear quartz points. I used the flower of life template in cloth and copper. I have always been drawn to it.

Grid Formation:
Flower of Life

Activation Wand:
My wand is pictured and has Lemurian Quartz Point, Labradorite and Green Obsidian which is a prosperity stone.

Other:
I have affirmations under the center stone and under them are a couple of million dollar bills. I put the copper pyramid my husband and made over the grid. In each corner are prosperity and manifestation cards from oracle decks. The Goddess Lakshmi is on the wall above the grid. The grid is dusted with abundance and prosperity gold fairy dust.
Grid for Grief & Healing
Lisa Hecht

Intention/Affirmation:
This grid was created for Nic and my family to heal from his death. Nic died by suicide August 12, 2010 in his bedroom when he was 21. I found him 2 hours later. I placed this grid on the altar where I keep his ashes and pictures.

Most Holy Mother,
Look in mercy on those who remember Nic before you.
Let not the manner of his death cloud the good memories of his life.
For Nic the trials of this world are over and death is past.
Accept from us all that we feel even when words fail;
deliver us from despair and give us strength to meet the days to come. Amen.

Crystals Used:
Center: Smokey quartz: moving forward, healing, protection, dissipating negativity and survival instincts; Amethyst: Overall protection, physical, emotional and mental balance. Grief. Spirit contact; Pyrite: Represents the golden lights, brings protection and helps negativity; Green stones: I added these for healing. There are some tumbled stones I had in a bowl. I think they are agate, but not sure; Clear quartz points: Amp up the healing, etc. of the grid; To the side: A selenite heart to heal abuse Nic endured for so long. Moonstone, his birthstone and angelite for healing, comforting grief, and that he was carried off to the Other Side by the angels. Rose quartz: Love; Used a smokey quartz wand just cause it felt right.

Grid Formation:
I chose the flower of life grid because it represents life and is healing. The outside color of green for healing. The yellow represents gold. The night he died, I was at a metaphysical class. Among other things, I saw bright gold and white lights in upper corner of the room around the time Nic shot himself. The white parts not colored represent the bright white lights.
**Intention/Affirmation:**

To boost my metabolism and give me energy throughout the day. I get very tired and sleepy especially on dark, cloudy, rainy days. I needed a big boost. This grid has done the job. It is small and simple, but extremely effective. "I charge this grid with energy to help me throughout my waking hours."

**Crystals Used:**

The center is a Crystal Cluster. Energy is able to pour out of it from many different points. I used 5 Yellow Jasper and 5 Red Tiger’s Eye. Both of these crystals are good for energy and increased metabolism.

**Grid Formation:**

I used a circle to represent a continuous circle of energy.

**Activation Wand:**

Tibetan clear quartz point. I chose it because I really like it and it feels strong.
Intention/Affirmation:
This grid was created to help me obtain a new job as an accountant that I absolutely love. "I am gainfully employed as an auditor full time in a firm and job that I absolutely love with my heart and soul everyday."

Crystals Used:
Center Stones: Clear Quartz Cluster, Orange Calcite and Rose Quartz Heart. My original intention was to use just the Clear Quartz and Orange Calcite, but that Rose Quartz Heart worked its way in there when I set my intention to find a job that I love. I used the Orange Calcite because it is a stone of confidence and creativity and helps dissolve problems that are standing in the way of achieving your best. Inner grid: 3 Orange Calcite Chunks for confidence, creativity and dissolving of problems standing in the way of achieving my best. 6 Fluorite tumbles (3 green and 3 purple) to assist with mental abilities and processing of intuition related to the job I find. 3 Lodestone to attract the perfect job to me. Outer grid: 6 Citrine tumbles to attract abundance and the perfect opportunity. 6 Pyrite tumbles for new beginnings and abundance. And I surrounded it with 6 Clear Quartz Points pointing inward to enhance the power of the center stones.

Grid Formation:
Flower Of Life Grid because a new job is the flower of life and growing into who I want to be

Activation Wand:
Clear Quartz Point to activate the grid.
Intention:

Rather than my informing my grid with my intention, I waited for my grid to speak to me as it created itself through me. These stones selected themselves. As they did, I thought of the airplane downed in the Indian Ocean, and of the hikers lost in an avalanche on Mt. Everest. I was sending out and listening for returning vibrations, at the same time wondering about my new recordkeeper, with images on it that looked like a plane, and a mountain range. And of nature, and climate change, as storm clouds gathered overhead.

Crystals Used:

Larimar, for earth healing, balancing earth energy and geopathic stress, love, peace, tranquility, meditation, harmony with new vibrations, angel contact; Topaz for meridian alignment, trust in universe, manifestation, visualization; Labradorite, as the bringer of light, protective, consciousness raising; Amethyst quartz for protection, calming, purification; Turquoise for communication between physical and spiritual worlds. unites earth and sky, stabilizing; Kyanite as a powerful transmitter and for attunement, meditation, high frequency amplifier, helps spiritual energy manifest in thought, spirit guides, compassion, aligns chakras and subtle bodies instantly, yin-yang; Green Aventurine for prosperity, geopathic stress, electromagnetic smog, environmental pollution, protects against cell phone emanations, defuses and turns around negative situations, leadership, decisiveness, compassion, empathy, perseverance, balances male/female energy, all-round healer, well-being and emotional calm.

Grid Formation:

Grandmother lace with so many knots that say “hold on.”

Other:

Intention/Affirmation:
Realizing our Oneness, Living our Loving, Sharing our Earth in Peace and Harmony with One Another. (Currently, the prayer/intention is "Bring Back Our Girls" of Nigeria.) "We Are One" and "Give Peace a Chance"

Crystals Used:
The center stone placed atop the cross is a lovely amethyst cluster that happens to be naturally shaped as a heart. Natural Rose Quartz for love, calming, and detoxing, Amethyst for calming and for healing the many "dis-eases" awash in our world, and Aquamarine for calming, protection, and clearing pollutants from ourselves and from our dear Mama Earth’s lands, skies, and waters. Various points of Selenite (two, creating energy vortexing; the lower one on the right brings energy from magnetic north, which is "behind" it; while the upper one points toward magnetic north from its southern placement) and Clear Quartz Crystal (four, used to enhance the energies of the other stones) take up my - our - intention for Peace on Earth. Four lovely amethyst clusters "frame" it, inviting North, South, East, and West to join in the dance of Peace-Shalom, Healing-Shalem. There are two pieces of rose quartz on either side of the center, adding even more Love vibration to the whole.

Grid Formation:
The centerpiece is a Celtic cross (I'm Irish-American) made of clay and gifted to me a few decades ago by my "spiritual mama," French-Canadian sculptress, Therese/Tessa, then and now, in Big Sur, CA. The cross sits upon a print of the World Peace Crystal Grid, the middle of which is beneath the nexus of the cross. And a circle (which, along with the "squared" lemniscate/infinity symbol, symbolizes endless abundance, love, and healing) of the cross.

Activating Wand:
Lemurian laser wand/point in the lower right to activate the grid.